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Welcome to LEMUN!
By Annabelle Jung
LEMUN 2019 is around the corner. Delegates have been briefed, newspaper templates have been
printed and donuts have been ordered. I can smell the sour sweet aroma from all this lemon in the air.
However, this intriguing smell did not waft in on its own.
Students from the Stedelijk Gymnasium Leiden have been working hard on organising Lemun 2019.
The first preparations started almost a year ago, including deciding on the theme ‘Another Brick in the
Wall’. Based on this theme, we encourage everyone to think out of the box and break through
boundaries that have been set for them.
We are excited to open up our school for such a good cause; breaking down that too structured wall
and letting everyone’s creativity flow. We, as press team, have let our creativity flow as well. Because
when life gives us lemons, we make LIMEade! Every day of the conference we will be publishing a
newspaper. This will not only keep you up to date with the latest news, it will hopefully give you some
comic relief. We will also be posting on our social media platforms!
This year my deputy, Andrea Fortuin, and I have thought of a new concept. In each newspaper issue we will
add a LIMErick. At last, Lemun is not only about (sour) fruitful debate, but also a bit about wordplay.

With this, I invite everyone involved to contribute in their own way to once again make Lemun a huge
success!
Party preparations
By Andrea Fortuin
On Saturday is the LEMUN party, and
as every year, we have an amazing
theme ready for you: American High
School. Get ready to dig up your finest
prom dresses, capri pants, or Wildcats
jerseys! As most of you know, the best
outfits will be featured in the dressing
contest, so make sure to dress to impress
to get on the LIME 3 cover. Details
about the when- and whereabouts of the
party are available on www.lemun.org,
@leidenmun on Instagram, and will be
put in LIME 2 as well, so stay tuned!

LIMErick
There once was a paper named LIME,
It needed some flavour and rhyme,
So we thought of a pun,
Which was simple and fun,
A finishing touch right on time!
By Annabelle Jung
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